• The LBDNet is a consortium of reference laboratories.
• The integration is based on a voluntary and consensual participation of laboratories qualified in biological dosimetry.
• Representation of laboratories is institutional, not personal.
• All the laboratories of the network are working within national emergency response systems.
LBDNet Concept of operation
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During emergency situations the activities within the LBDNet are performed as recommended by the ISO 21243 guidelines.
The laboratories of the LBDNet give support to national radiationprotection programmes and emergency response schemes.
International Conference on Global Emergency Preparedness and Response19-23 October 2015Vienna Austria 7 The network is activated when the number of cases for examination is above the coordinating laboratory's workload. (Chile   2005) The network uses the activation and communication mechanisms of the National Emergency Response Systems.
Biological dosimetry using the dicentric assay.
Technical procedures based on ISO 19238 and IAEA's manual on biodosimetry. Some laboratories in the region, before or after the LBDNet foundation, have participated in biological dose assessment during different accidents/*incidents.
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Operational capabilities* of LBDNet
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• From 1 up to 5 specialists/laboratory.
Experience in cytogenetic:
• First BD Lab founded in 1968.
• Majority of members more than 20 years of experience .
Calibration curves (dicentric assay ):
• In all LBDNet's laboratories using gamma radiation.
• For different radiation qualities up to 4 in one laboratory of the region.
Equipment:
• Only four labs had an automated metaphase localization system to assist in the analyses. 
